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FOR PROFESSIONAL USE
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EXTENDS THE LIFE
OF YOUR METAL ROOF

UICK DR

PROTECT YOUR ROOF
– IT WILL LAST LONGER
There are many benefits to having a nice and well-maintained
metal roof
– one of them is that it will last longer. Harsh weather conditions
such as rain, sleet and frost leave their mark on the surface of any
metal roof. When the surface begins to crack, water may seep in,
and the formation of rust may begin to degrade the strength and

durability of your roof. Using Nowocoat products to maintain your
roof will give it a strong and robust surface that protects it against
the degrading effects of weather, corrosion and rust, while also
ensuring that your roof looks nice and fresh once more – which
is not an insignificant factor when it comes to the value of your
house.

ROOF PAINT THAT PROVIDES THE NECESSARY PROTECTION
We recommend that you use a functional coating from Nowocoat which is built
up around a Quick Dry system that includes a combination of primers and topcoats, which you can select based on an individual assessment of your roof’s
condition. This solution provides optimal adhesion and inhibits the formation
of rust, while also giving you a topcoat that acts as a strong wearing surface
and will protect roof for many years to come. Nowocoat’s roof paint can be effectively applied by professionals via a spray. Due to the short drying time, your
professional roof specialist can work continuously until the job is done – without having to compromise on the paint’s ability to coalesce. The end result will
be an attractive and uniform surface. In addition, the paint has a good adhesion
and strong opacity and is available in a wide selection of colours.

A professional solution
Professionals prefer to use Nowocoat’s functional coating for metal roofs because it lasts for many years and ensures high levels of customer satisfaction.
Among other things, this is due to a new generation of UV blockers which enable the paint to maintain its colour. Together with the paint’s ability to inhibit
the formation of rust, the results of the treatment are top notch.

•

Easy to apply and very opaque

•

Highly coalescent

•

Water and solvent-based solutions

•

Strong adhesion

•

Quick Dry system

COLOUR CARD FOR METAL ROOFS
RR11 RAL 6O2O

RR32 RAL 6OO6

RR36 RAL 6O21

RR23 RAL 7O24

RR33 RAL 9OO5

RR29 RAL 3O11

RR22 RAL 7O45

RR21 RAL 7O38

RR75O RAL 8OO4

BEFORE
AFTER

WE CREATE DEVELOPMENT

YOUR LOCAL ROOF SPECIALIST:

Nowocoat A/S develops, produces and sells professional painting systems that consist of both water-based and solventbased systems with primers and topcoats. The company’s
roots stretch back to 1861, but its facilities are newly built and
extremely modern. A lot of our employees are “nerds” – they
are very passionate about creating the most functional and
environmentally-friendly coatings. Perhaps that is why we are
currently Europe’s leading manufacturer of roof coatings.
Contact your local roof specialist and learn more about your
opportunities to use Nowocoat’s roof paint on your metal roof.

GUARANTEED QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY SOLUTIONS
In order to ensure that our customers have the very
best experiences with our products, we have standardised and quality-assured our entire production line
based on the ISO 9OO1 and ISO 14OO1 standards. This is
your guarantee that you will always get an environmentally-friendly solution of the absolute highest quality
and that you are taking the right preventive measures
to keep your house in good shape.
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